
INSTALLATION 
INSTRUCTIONS

For other Professional Exclusion Products call 
574-518-2681 or check us out online at

www.aacproline.com

Look for signs of chewed insulation. Look for signs of chewed subsiding.

Look for critter “smudges”, animal hair, fur, or 
other signs.

Stay alert for Stinging Insects nests.

PATENT PENDING



INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMBINATION KRITTER-CAP® PRO

The combination KritterCap® PRO is a 
universal corner insert and can be used 
on most 2 3/4”, 3”, 3 ½”, and 4” corner 
posts for vinyl sided homes to prevent 
entry of most small rodents and stinging 
insects. It is easily sized by snipping off 
sections with the included side cutter 
snips.

NOTICE:
It is always recommended before 
installing KritterCap® PRO Corner 
Inserts that mice/rodents be trapped and 
removed first. Insect nests should be free 
of insects. Shine flashlight into mirror and 
look up corner post to be sure there are 
NO STINGING INSECTS before 
beginning installation.
 
The KritterCap® PRO Combination Insert 
is ready to use for 4” corner post. The 
base filler tabs are used for filling voids 
where the plywood subsiding or insulation 
board doesn’t come to a perfect square 
corner and should be removed if not 
needed. Just insert into corner post and 
push all the way up until it hits bottom of 
subsiding. 

For 3 ½” corner posts, snip off the 
YELLOW legs and YELLOW base 
sections.

For 3” corner posts, snip off the GREEN 
legs and GREEN base sections.

For 2 3/4” corner posts snip off the 
YELLOW and GREEN sections and then 
snip off the RED base sections and inner 
tab ONLY

Kit Includes:     10 KritterCap® PROs
                         1 inspection mirror
                         1 flashlight
                         1 set of snips 

Inserting KritterCap® PRO
The KritterCap® PRO is made to fit tight 
into the outside vinyl corners of the home. 
Once the cap legs and base have been 
cut to proper size begin to push cap up 
into corner. Start one side at a time 
“flexing” the vinyl corner until both posts 
are in place. Push corner insert ALL THE 
WAY UP until the base tabs stop at 
subsiding. Most fit very snug.  * If cap is 
loose put a couple dabs of adhesive 
sealer on posts of insert before pushing 
back up into place. Use provided  
inspection mirror and flashlight to inspect 
for good fit.

CAUTION: CHOKING HAZARD! ALWAYS 
PROPERLY DISCARD all pieces and 
sections removed for installation. Do not 
leave trimmed pieces laying on the ground 
where they are accessible to small 
children and pets. 
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